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Legislation Affecting the  Forest Industry 
3.5 Summary 

3.5 SUMMARY 

act only enables  specific  regulations  to be made and it is the  interpretation of the act 
Numerous acts influence the  nature  of  the  forest industry in this province. However, each 

which alters  the  character of the industry. 

To achieve public objectives the legislators must consider the  implications of various aets 
on the industry. They must relate the administration of one act with that of others  to 
avoid conflicting policies. For example, if a  large wilderness area is being considered, it 
would have the  effect of concentrating  the  harvest  pattern  in  other  areas to the 
detriment of fish and wildlife habitat. In another example, the  government  objective  to 
gain further  revenue from logging trucks through licences or taxation may decrease  the 
economically harvestable land base. 

services from the  forest  resource. 
Government  policy,  then, must  be integrated  to  achieve the desired  range of goods  and 
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4.1 THE  RANCHING  INDUSTRY IN PERSPECTIVE 

4.1.1 HISORY OF  RANCHING 

interior.  The first  impetus  for development came with the  establishment of Hudson's Ray 
Ranching in British Columbia follows t h e  history of permanent  settlement in the  southern 

Company trading posts a t  Fort Kamloops on the Thompson River,  Fort  Alexandria on the 
Praser River and Fort  Chilcotin on t he  Chilcotin  River between 1812 and 1829. Fort 
Kamloops and Fort Alexandria soon became provisionary points on the Brigade  Trail, the 
major overland route  between  coastal shipping points and the  northern  parts of the 
territory. Extensive areas of land around these posts supported pack horses lis well as 
small herds of beef and dairy  cattle, garden  plots and employee  residences. 

The stream of  gold seekers  into  the province hetween 1858  and 1865 provided a ready 

end agricultural land was pre-empted at  a considerable  rate. As mining activity subsided, 
demand for  beef. Large numhers of cattle were moved  in from Washington  and Oregon, 

much  of the  land  development was done by those miners wanting to  remain at  the  frontier. 

During the 1870s, after the  market provided by the gold rush had disappeared, the 
ranching  industry had to  reorient  itself  to supply the growing population centers on the 

abandonment  occurred. Those who remained  consolidated their holdings. During this 
coast. This change did not yield the  same  ready  profits and so substantial land 

period, most  of the  larger  ranches  operating  today were assembled. 

The arrival of the railway in 1885 increased  the  pace of agricultural  settlement in the 
southern interior. The rapid  growth of these towns and the  ready  access  to  southern 
markets  stimulated  the  ranching industry. Herd size  increased  from 70 000 head in 1887 to 

Nicola, Cariboo and Chilcotin  districts. 
110 000 head 10 years  later. Ranching spread  from  the main transportation  routes  into  the 

By the turn of the  century,  virtually all of the  grassland  range had been pre-empted. 
Settlement of the  better  forested ranges  continued to  the end of  World  War I. 

In the Kootenay  region,  ranching  remained  a  component of a very diversified agricultural 
economy that developed through to  the 1930s and early 1940s. As improved transportation 
networks opened the  area  to lower priced agricultural production  from  outside, there was 
a shift  to  increased beef production. 

Beef industry expansion into  the  central and northern  areas of the province is largely a 
recent  occurrence  associated with the development of cleared pasture  for grazing.  Native 

spring and fall  pastures have been developed. 
range, which is relatively  limited, is only used where adequate  winter  feed as well as 

Initially, the  markets for beef were local or regional. Vut secondary markets gradually 

the Cariboo to  the  coast. By the turn of the century, the coastal  market  represented  the 
developed outside the beef-producing areas, and as  early as 1870 cattle were  riven from 

dominant slaughter  market  for British Columbia cattle. 
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. ~ The Ranching Industry 
4.1 Perspective - History of Ranching 

Cattle slaughtered at this time were almost entirely animals  two years old or older. 
Minimal forage was  fed in  the winter months as the animals  were put out  to  available 
winter ranges, meadows and sloughs to fend for themselves. Until the railway was 

the lower mainland. 
completed, cattle were  driven, usually in the  early  fall, to the auctions and abattoirs in 

Increased pressure on the few ranges that  provided winter  support led to  their degradation 
and the increased use of forage crops. This led to animals being marketed  earlier to cut 
down on the use of costly  winter feed. The separation of t h e  .forage  feeding period from 
the grazing period allowed the evolution of finishing cnttle away from the range. 
Although feeding  operations used some supplemental grains, they  were  essentially 
oriented towards the use  of forage crops. It was not until  the huge prairie grain surpluses 
of 1956 and 1957 that grain-finished beef became  prevalent in British Columbia. 

These  surpluses  oriented the British Columbia beef market toward the rapidly expanding 
feeder market in Alberta and the USA. This shift in market can be seen by comparing the 
marketing  patterns in 1948 with those in 1969 (see Map 4/a). 

The consumer preference for 'grain-fed' beef, the high cost of freight and the lack of 
handling, storage and feeding facilitiw  resulted in  BritiSh Columbia ranahers  selling  their 
calves in the fall, becoming vulnerable to  external  markets f o r  calves. Recause i t  is 
cheaper to import carcasses than  to feed British Columbia animals, the few beef slaughter 
and meat-processing  plants in British Columbia wound  down. their operations, and  some 
closed up. 
During the 1970s, there has been a modest swing back to keeping calves longer in British 
Columbia. Local  forages,  supplements and- medications condition the calves for the  final 
finishing period. Investigation is  presently underway by the Beef Industry Development 
Committee  into the possibility of establishing grain-finishing and slaughtering facilities in 
British Columbia. 
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Shipments  of  Interior  Beef, 1948 and 1969 
MAP 4/a 

1948 

1 0 T A L  SHIPMENTS 
40,711 HEAO 

907 head 

1969 
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4.1.2 IMPORTANCE OF THE  RANCHING  INDUSTRY 

Because of the  inherent  instability of the beef market,  the revenue generated by the beef 
industry  varies  considerably  from year to year. in 1976, the total  farm cash receipts  for 

associated with the  dairy  industry,  leaving sales  from  the beef herd a t  just under $50 
cattle and calf sales  were $65 million. Of this, 25 percent is estimated  to have been 

million. A preliminary estimate  for 1978 suggests sales  from  the beef herd will reach $65 
million, with most of the  increase due to higher prices. 

goods and  services,  its  total  impact on the economy is much greater than  indicated. 
Althou$ this production represents less than 1 percent of the province's production of 

4.1.3 USE  OF  PUBLIC AND PRIVATE  PASTURE 

Total  pasture and rangeland in the province  extends over nearly 11 million ha, 

which are also  administered by the Ministry of Forests,  totalled 104000 ha  in 1976 but 
approximately 80 percent of which is usable Crown range. Community pasture  areas, 

only 8 000 ha were improved at  that time. Crown grazing leases administered by the Land 
Management Branch totalled 300 000 ha in 1976. 

Private  pasture and usable  range is estimated  to  total  about one million hectares.  The 

land on ranches and farms with sales in excess of $2 500 and with cattle as the  major 
1976 Census of Canada,  Agriculture in British Columbia reports 98 000 ha of improved 

product. However, some of the unimproved land will not be  suitable for grazing.  The 
estimated  total use of all public lands is 920000 animal  unit months (AUMs) annually, 
compared  to 600 000 AUMs on private rangeland  and  pasture. 

reflecting the widely differing  resource bases and level of improvement.  Average Crown 
The  average  productivity f a  the different types of range and pasture vary considerably, 

higher elevation  forested  lands in this category. 
range  productivity is 12.75 ha/AUM, reflecting the predominance of low-productivity, 

In comparison, estimated  productivity  for  private ranges is 1.67 ha/AUM because of the 
predominance of higher productivity  spring and fall open rangelands. Leased  lands  have an 
estimated  productivity of 3 ha/AUM. Community pastures have the highest  productivity 
at 0.16 ha/AUM, reflecting the intensive  pasture  development  that has occurred in these 
areas. 
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TABLE 411 
Use of public and Private  Pasture in British Columbia Ranching, 1976 

Animal Unit Months 
Rangeland ('000s) 

Public lands 
Permitted Crown range 
Crown grazing leases 
Community pastures 
Other 

Subtotals (public lands) 

Private lands 
Improved pasture 
UnimDroved pasture 

Subtotals  (private lands) 

Totals (all lands) 
* Improved areas only. 

745 
100 
50 
25 

920 

600 

1520 
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3.00 
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4.2 COMPETlTIVE  POSITION OF THE  RANCHING  INDUSTRY 

4.2.1 MARKETS 

Reef - 
In 1976, an  estimated  181 000 head of beef cattle were  marketed in British Columbia.  Of 
these, 104 000, or 57 percent, were shipped out of the province, wi th  93 000 going to other 
provinces and the  rest going to  the U.S. The remaining 77 000 head are  slaughtered in 
British Columbia. Only 28000  head of the slaughter  were  Grade A1 and A2 steers and 
heifers - the major retail grades. Three thousand  were Grades A3  and  A4; 16 000 were 
Grades B and C - underfinished beef !see Table 412). 

I t  is clear from these  figures that the majority of the beef  animals  leave tbe province as 
feeders  and a  high proportion of the remainder are culled  breeding  stock,  and light steers 
and  heifers. 

TABLE 412 
Slaughter Cattle and Calves Marketed in British Columbia 

Slaughter Steers and Heifers 
(percent) 

I Slaughter Cattle * I Number 
I I 

Steers AlIA2 
Steers A3lA4 
Steers BIC 

17 634 

6 975 
1741 

36 
4 

15 

Heifers AllA2  10 593 
Heifers A31A4 
Heifers BIC 

Totals 47  279 100 
* Exclusive of dairy animals. 

Canada 

50 
4 
7 

28 
3 
8 

100 

** An additional 25 000 t o  30 000 animals below these  grades are 
also slaughtered. 
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Horses 

.. The only other  significant use of range by livestock is by horses. Between 5 000 and 6 000 
head have  been  permitted on Crown range. Use of range areas in the  northern parts of the 
province  have  increased, while use of the southern  ranges has declined. 

Narketing of horses for slaughter is a minor industry, with  most of the production  derived 
from culled stock. Though most production is directed to the  manufacture of pet food, 
there is some  retailing  for human consumption. 

4.2.2 FEEDER  CATTLE  AND  CALVES 

The abundant  grasslands, meadows and open forests provide inexpensive sources of forage 

systems  because of the cost advantages over more intensive  systems.  Current demand for 
for  six  to  eight months of the  year. Mos t  feeder cattle are produced on land-extensive 

feeder animals exceeds 65 million head annually  in the United States and Canada. 

Despite  these  natural  advantages,  past production has not  been  viahle  in strict economic 
terms. According to MacEachern in all studies in the past 15 
years show low returns  for  operators' labour and investment.  The 1976 British Columbia 

operator  labour  earnings and negative  returns on equity  for  both cow-calf  and 
Farm Business Analysis Report on Reef shows negative  net  farm incomes,  negative 

ranchers  seem  content  with low incomes. 
cow-yearling operations. As ranching is a way  of life as well as an economic  activity, 

Unpublished  1976 data from the British Columbia Select Standing  Committee on 
Agriculture suves ts  that average costs of production for cow-calf and cow-yearling 
operations  were 81.4 cents per pound and 54.6 cents per pound respectively. With prices 
fu feeder animals  averaging 32 to 34 cents per pound, it is clear that most  ranchers 
incurred substantial losses. Payments  from  the provincial  government to  beef  producers 
from the f a r m  income  assurance program totalled $16  million  in  1975-76 and $13.5 million 
in 1976-77. These  figures do not take into  account producer's premiums. 
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4.2.3 BEEF-FEEDING  INDUSTRY 

Feedlots in the lower mainland are estimated  to have finished 47 000 head of British 
Columbia feeder  cattle. This production has not grown substantially over the  past 10 to  15 
years  primarily because of the  costs of feed. The British Columbia feeder  industry has 
been put  into a more competitive positicn  with Alberta for the following reasons: 

(1) The Canadian Wheat  Board jurisidiction on interprovincial feed grain w a s  dropped in 
1976. 

(2) Feed pricing was restructured  to follow the  levels of corn and soybean meal. 

(3) The federal  government continued  to  give freight  assistance for feed grain moving to 
feed-deficit areas. 

Three  other factors also serve  to improve the  competitive  pcsition of the British 
Columbia feeding  industry. 

(1) The cost of shipping British Columbia feeder  cattle  to  Alberta for finishing and 
slaughter, and for transportation of the beef back to Vancouver  gives the local 
industry an effective freight protection. 

(2) The more hospitable climate of the lower mainland allows higher feed-conversion 
efficiencies. 

(3) The potential which exists for highquality corn silage production in the lower 

barley. 
mainland and southem  interior could provide an alternate feed source to prairie 

The competitive position of the British Columbia  feeding  industry is restricted by the size 
of the Vancouver market, access to  that  market, the high costs of non-feed inputs, 
especially of labour and land, the  lack of a year-round  source of feeder cattle, and 
uncertainty as to government  policies  regarding  development of feed sources and 
movement of feed grains. 
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4.3 DEMAND FOR BRITISH  COLUMBIA PRODUCTS 

4.3.1 BEEF CONSUMPTION 

Beef consumption in North America has increased rapidly over the past 30 years. By 1976, 
per  capita consumptian in Canade reached 50 kg, and in the United States it reached 58.5 
kg. These  increases  resulted  from  increasing  incomes and changing consumer preferences. 
Since World W a r  II, more meat has been included in people's diets and a greater portion of 
that  meat has been beef. These trends have recently  reversed  themselves, with beef 

consumption in British Colu'mbia  was 123 million kg - t h e  equivalent of about half a 
consumption declining in Canada over the  past two  years. In 1976, estimated beef 

million animals. 

4.3.2 PRESENT  SUPPLY 

An analysis of the British Columbia beef industry is difficult  because of the inclusion of 

Committee on Agriculture  indicated that  the British Columbia slaughter yielded 15.5 
dairy cows and calves and imported live cattle in the statistics. The Select Standing 

op 10 percent of the requirements,  were  imported  from  Australia and New Zealand; 2.3 
million kg - about 14 percent of the estimated consumption. An additional 12.7 million  kg, 

consumption requirements are attributed  to  other Canadian provinces. These figures do 
million  kg, or 2 percent,  criginated in the United States; and the remaining 74 percent of 

not consider the  non-licensed slaughter of 34 000 head. 

In addition to the cattle slaughtered, 104000 head were shipped out of the province, 

provincial consumption. If this production is added to  the non-licensed and licensed 
representing a carcass weight of about 13.6 million  kg, or equivalent to 11 percent of 

slaughter, British Columbia produced in excess of 30 percent of i t s  beef requirements in 
1976. 

4.3.3 MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE  PRODUCTION  TARGETS 

The Ministry of Agriculture is trying to  increase the  level of aggregate self-sufficiency 
for the food and  agriculture  industry  from 43 to 65 percent by 1986. To achieve th is  goal, 
increased beef production must play an important  part.  Present  markets  limit production 
expansion for fruits and berries, while marketing  arrangements  limit production of 
vegetables,  dairy  products,  poultry and  eggs. Beef, which supplied 13 percent of 

Beef Industry Development Committee, a joint effort by government and industry, is 
farm-product receipts in 1977, offers a good potential for expansion. The British Columbia 

investigating the possibility of doubling beef production in the province. 
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4.4 POTENTIAL  FOR  INCREASED  PRODUCTION 

According to  the  Select Standing Committee on Agriculture's  inventory of Agricultural 
Land Reserves in British Columbia, just  over one-third of the prime agricultural land 
(BCLI Classes 1 to 3) is presently  cultivated, and only about one-tenth of t h e  remainine 
arable land (BCLI Classes-4 to 5) cultivated.  Table 473 summarizes  this survey. 

In a companion document, Land Productivity in British Columbia, a major conclusion is 
that the land base has the capacity  to produce, a t  present  productivity levels, all of the 
province's current consumption needs, including 100 percent of potential beef consumption. 

To reach such high levels of beef production will require  enormous land development and 
radical change in present methds of raising beef. Increased  emphasis would have to be 
placed on the use of improved pasture, and it must involve intensive  fodder and pasture 
developments on suitable lands. With increased  animal numbers on developed areas, there 
will  be  a greater demand for native  ranges to provide cheaper  spring,  summer or fall 
forage. 

forage development. Extensive meas of native range have low capability  for 
Expanded use of rights-of-way and clearcuts offer the best opportunity for livestock 

improvement. The necessity to intensify  management to ensure  range  preservation will 
cause range-use costs  to  escalate. These interactions will  limit production to something 
below 100 percent self-sufficiency. 

While it is physically possible to increase beef production by three or four times, 
development will be constrained by market opportunities. As noted, the feeder indusey is 
not economically attractive. Since further  range  productivity  increases will be cmtly  to 
provide, expansion will be limited. Increases in feeder production will be dependent upon 
development of economic sources of grazing. 

Increased beef production through f e e d i n g  appears more attractive with existing  economic 
conditions and government policy. However, its expansion will be limited by access into 
that  market. 

The Select Standing Committee on Agriculture  concluded that the major market 

Large food retailers maintain central meat-processing and distribution  systems, and 
opportunity will be constrained by the lack of access to  portiom of the provincial  market. 

supply their British Columbia stores f rom outside the province. 

seems likely, with many  of the feeder cattle currently going to Alberta feedlots being 
Despite  these problems, considerable expansion of the feeding and slaughter industries 

diverted  for finishing within British Columbia. With an effective  freight  protection, the 

cattle. Expansion  beyond the a r r e n t  number of feeder cattle being exported  depends upon 
British Columbia feeder will be in a good position to bid for British Columbia feeder 

increased numbers of feeder  cattle raised in British Columbia or imports  from  other  areas. 

~~~~ 
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TABLE 413 
Capability and Use of Agricultural Land Reserve Areas 

British Columbia Land Inventory Land Capability  for  Agriculture 
(hectares) 

Present Land Use 

Horticulture 
Forage and grains 

Grassland and 

Forested  range 
pastures 

Forested  lands 
Nonproductive 

lands 

Totals 

1-4 

529  720 
33 590 

257 120 
759  980 
822 970 

39  780 

i 443  160 

5 

111 020 
1650  

191  330 
776  970 
349 950 

37  180 

468 100 f 6 

14  740 
660 

141  140 
234 070 

34  180 

6 770 f 7 

4 370 
310 

32 640 

67 690 
58 450 

4 080 

167 540 

1 829 470 

87 810 
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4.5 SEC0NDAR.Y  INDUSTRIES  ASSOCIATED WITH RANCHING 

Although the British Columbia beef industry is geared to the production of feeder  cattle, 
there  are some opportunities  for expansion of further processing. Each stage in the 

present time, much of this value-added accrues to  Alberta. 
processing  chain  adds  some value-added component to  the gross provincial product. At the 

4.5.1 SLAUGHTER  FACILITIES 

Table 4/4 lists all major government-inspected  slaughterhouses  operating in British 

slaughter,  with the remaining  slaughter carried out in licensed abattoirs or as on-farm 
Columbia. These plants  accounted  for  about two-thirds of t h e  1976 British Columbia 

kills. Current  slaughter  averages 43 percent of the one-shift capacity for  the facilities 
considered. Large increases in the number of cattle finished and slaughtered would be 
required  before more capacity would have to be built. The estimated value-added for this 
industry  exceeded $3 million in 1976. 

TABLE 4f4 
Reef Slaughter  Activity in British Columbia * 

Slaughterhouse 

Federally  inspected 
Borsato Ltd. 
Coastpact Meats Ltd. 
Intercontinental  Packers Ltd. 
Lawrence  Meats Ltd. 

Island Meat Packer 
Richmond Packing Ltd. 

J & L M e a t s  Ltd. 
Kohlers Ltd. 

I Total capacity** 

Actual throughput, 1976*** 

B.C. beef portion of slaughte 
(estimated) 

Capacity 
:No. of animals) 

25 000 
7 500 

50 000 
40 000 

6 000 
7 000 

17 000 
10 000 

162  500 

70 400 

50 000 

* For major provincially or federally  inspected 
slaughter  facilities only. 

Single-shift basis. ** 
*** An additional 12 500 head of cattle  are 
slaughtered in minor-inspected facilties. 
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4.5.2 PACKING AND PROCESSING  FACILITIES 

All  of the  slaughtering  facilities  listed  carry  out  further breaking, processing and packing 
activities. These, along with six other  plants that do not  have  slaughter facilities, account 
for  most of the  meatpacking in the province. These six additional  processors are Canada 
Packers Ltd., Fletchers Fine Foods Ltd., Freybe's Sausage  Manufacturing Company, 
Meteor M e a t  Company Ltd., J.M. Schneider Inc.  and Vancouver  Fancy Meats Co. Ltd. 

4.5.3 WHOLESALING 

In addition to  the above meat processors, three other major wholesalers operate in B.C 
but do not process any meats: Burns M e a t s  Ltd., Swift  Canadian Ltd. and Gainers Ltd. 

4.5.4 MEAT PURVEYORS 

Purveyors supply custom cuts or processed meat  specifically  for  restaurants and other 

patties for  fast-food outlets. Much of the  meat for patty production is lean cow beef 
food outlets. A growing portion of this business is the high-volume supply of hamburger 

derived from British Columbia beef and dairy herds. 

4.5.5 RETAILING 

integrated with the food system. They maintain  corporate  ties  to wholesaling operations 
Most beef retailing is carried  out by the larger  supermarkets, many  of which are 

which  in turn are tied to meatpacking  plants. All of Safeway's retail beef in British 

controls an estimated 40 percent of the retail market. Another 20 percent is supplied by 
Columbia, for example, is supplied from their Calgary  plant,  Lucerne Meats Ltd. Safeway 

slaughtering  facilities. These marketing  arrangements  restrict the expansion of British 
British Columbia packing operations which import carcasses from their Alberta 

Columbia beef production. 

4.5.6 VALUE-ADDED IN BEEF  PROCPSSING 

While i t  is impossible to estimate with any  reasonable degree of accuracy the amount of 
value-added to producticn created by the British Columbia beef-processing  industry, some 
information is available  for selected products. Using June, 1977 prices,  Grade A steer 

slaughtered beef. The value-added for this particular  product was 63 cents per retail 
meat  that retailed at an average price of $1.38 per pound represented 75 cents of 

pound, representing 46 percent of the retail price. The value-added component of other 
beef products, which are much more highly processed, will be  considerably greater. 
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